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NUIT BLANCHE À MONTRÉAL: ESPACE OSM hosts a presentation of 

TRANSFIGURED TUBE on March 2, 2019 
 

Montreal, February 13, 2019 ● The OSM will take part in this year’s NUIT BLANCHE À MONTRÉAL by opening its all-

new ESPACE OSM, adjoining the Maison symphonique, to the public late into the night. For the occasion, musicians 

Charlotte Layec and Jullian Hoff will perform Transfigured Tube, which focuses on the theme of the festival’s 16th 

edition: the future.  

A 24-minute work for bass clarinet, electronic instruments, and generative 

audiovisual device, Transfigured Tube is a journey to the world of the clarinet, 

transformed through audiovisual processing. In this work, the musician’s 

playing interacts with video to create a musical landscape at times nebulous 

and dreamlike, at times pointillistic and virtuosic! It explores avenues of 

exchange between the clarinet—a sensitive and spontaneous entity—and 

digital operators—all logic and mathematics—that control the digital 

instruments. The dialogue resulting from this unique, contemporary 

presentation is an experience not to be missed! 

 On March 2, 2019, for NUIT BLANCHE À MONTRÉAL, ESPACE OSM will be open from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. exceptionally. 

Three showings of Transfigured Tube will begin at 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m., and 10:30 p.m. 

As with all events held at ESPACE OSM, admission is free. Between each 

performance, the public is invited to enjoy the permanent exhibition exploring the 

OSM’s fascinating history. A space that serves both newcomers to the world of 

orchestral music and seasoned connoisseurs, ESPACE OSM has been open to the 

public since January 31, 2019. It contains a treasure trove of archives, videos, audio 

excerpts, and multimedia tools enabling visitors to discover the Orchestra under a 

new light. They can also enjoy the virtual reality produced in collaboration with 

BMO experience of being onstage, among the Orchestra’s musicians!  

CONCERT BEGINS AT  ESPACE OSM IS OPEN TO VISITORS STARTING 
10:30 A.M.   9:00 A.M.  
2:30 P.M.   12:00 P.M.  
7:30 OR 8:00 P.M.  4:30 P.M.  
 
 

THE OSM WISHES TO THANK ITS PARTNERS 
For the creation of this new space, the OSM gratefully acknowledges medici.tv for its archives, ProdCan, Radio-Canada, Mezzo TV, 
the National Film Board of Canada, Place des Arts, BMO for the realisation of virtual reality experiences, Design par Judith Portier 
and K72. The OSM is proud to have the support of its loyal sponsors, and gratefully acknowledges its Presenting Sponsor, Hydro-
Québec. Contributions from the Orchestra’s public partners are essential to its operations. The OSM wishes to acknowledge its 
main partner, the Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec, as well as the Canada Council for the Arts, the gouvernement du 
Québec, the Conseil des arts de Montréal, and the City of Montreal.  
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